
I t’s tough times for the inmates in season four of the Emmy-
winning Netflix series Orange Is the New Black. Following
its privatization, Litchfield Prison is spinning out of
control, with severe overcrowding and chain-gang labor

masquerading as vocational education. Meanwhile, Piper
Chapman (Taylor Schilling), the self-absorbed Brooklyn

yuppie whose story kicked off the series, becomes entangled
with white supremacists.
          On the lighter side, we see the introduction of inmate
Judy King (Blair Brown) — a television chef who’s the prover-
bial “steel magnolia.” There’s also the continuation of inmate
and guard backstories, which take the show’s subplots beyond
the drab prison walls. As always, the writing is sharp and
timely, referencing such topics as Black Lives Matter, Abu
Ghraib and Eric Garner’s death by police chokehold, as well
as the broader debate surrounding appropriate punishments
for minor crimes.
          One person who’s happy to be back behind bars is
Ludovic Littee, the show’s cinematographer since midway
through season three. For Littee, Orange is a significant mile-
stone — his first major credit as a director of photography.
Born on the Caribbean island of Martinique and schooled in
film at Marist College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Littee spent
much of the past decade working as a camera assistant and
camera operator. He first joined Orange Is the New Black as an
operator in season two, with Yaron Orbach serving as director
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of photography. (Vanja �Černjul, ASC,
HFS held the position for the pilot and
first season.)
          Recalling his formative years,
Littee points to Sean Bobbitt, BSC as
one of his most important mentors.
Littee’s takeaway as 1st AC while work-
ing with Bobbitt on Shame and The
Place Beyond the Pines (AC April ’13)
was “understanding camera placement
and keeping it simple.” Today, he says,
“the question I always have is, ‘Do we
need more coverage? Is it necessary?’ If
you feel you have a frame that tells a
story and the pacing is right, you don’t
need anything else. Also, I love the
simplicity of Sean’s lighting — very
well-placed lights and not many of
them. Just watching that was an eye-
opener.”
          Another influential experience
was operating B camera on season two
of Netflix’s House of Cards. What he
learned from director of photography
Igor Martinovic and A-camera operator
Gary Jay was “really understanding how
to use dolly and movement. Igor has so
much experience and understanding of
how to use blocking to move the
camera. The two [disciplines] coincide.
If the camera moves just to move, it’s
not as dynamic, but if the blocking is
working with the camera, that’s when
everything comes together and you have
some really powerful shots — and, in
the end, a powerful scene. That’s what I
learned from House of Cards, under-
standing that dynamic.” 
          Littee put those lessons to use in
Orange Is the New Black, as he explains:
“What I’ve tried to do with the show is
to always have a reason why we move
[the camera]. For me, the camera is an
emotional tool, and you have to use it as
such.” 
          The cinematographer is happy
with how the series has evolved. Orange
began as a predominantly handheld
show; in season one, the rule was that
everything shot inside the prison was
handheld and everything outside was
not. That approach was largely aban-
doned, however, by the end of season
two — and for good reason, in Littee’s
view. “When the entire prison wasU
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Opposite: The incarceration continues for Piper Chapman (Taylor Schilling, middle) in the fourth
season of Orange Is the New Black. This page, top and middle: Chapman and her fellow inmates
at Litchfield Prison struggle with overcrowding and chain-gang labor. Bottom: Cinematographer

Ludovic Littee lines up the Panasonic VariCam 35 on the cafeteria set.
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always handheld, it created one mood all
the time,” he says. “It limits you.”
Litchfield is the inmates’ home, after all,
and sometimes for years, so friendships
form and moments of happiness occur.
“There are a lot of moments in the
prison where it doesn’t need to be hand-
held, where people find peace and are
happy,” Littee notes. “The camera has to
represent that.”
          Littee has solidified Orange as a
dolly-oriented show, and a series shot on
primes. “That’s really important,” says
Wylda Bayrón, who operates A camera
while Spencer Gillis handles B camera.
“We’re not just hosing stuff down,
taking the fastest route. We’re really
trying to go for a more cinematic
approach. It’s not slower, in my opinion;
it sets [the show] up [to have] a very
clear vision. Just by being a prime show,
it helps to have that second to compose
properly and move the camera a few
degrees. Having that extra second to
breathe makes the show better. Even
when we’re on zooms, we still take an
extra minute to get it right.” 
          Nowadays the show uses hand-
held just 15 percent of the time, in
Littee’s estimate. A handheld camera is
always used inside the prison green-
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Top: Chapman
finds herself in a
tense situation.

Middle and
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and crew ready

scenes inside the
communal
bathroom.
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house, and then when the scene
warrants the technique — such as the
brutal fistfight that a sadistic guard
forces upon Suzanne “Crazy Eyes”
Warren (Uzo Aduba) and another
inmate. Steadicam — operated by
Littee — is used for long walk-and-
talks on the grass or running track,
sometimes with the Steadicam traveling
on an electric cart.
          Though crane shots are still rela-
tively rare, this season deploys more
than in prior years. Director Phil
Abraham, a fan of moving camera, put a
crane to effective use in several episodes;
when a dorm construction has the
prison garden being ripped up, for
example, the crane swoops down from
an overview to a close-up of a disem-
bodied hand emerging from the dirt —
the telltale remnant of an earlier
episode.
          Season four’s biggest change was
a switch in cameras from the Arri Alexa
to the Panasonic VariCam 35, due to
Netflix’s desire to upgrade Orange to 4K
origination. “It took me a whole episode
to really understand the new camera,”
Littee says. “[The VariCam is] so sensi-
tive and the curve is so massive — [it
required] just getting used to not over-

Top: Inside the
prison dorms,
Tasha “Taystee”
Jefferson (Danielle
Brooks) tries to
silence Suzanne
“Crazy Eyes”
Warren (Uzo
Aduba) while
Cindy Hayes
(Adrienne C.
Moore) looks on.
Middle: The crew
preps a scene with
Brooks and Moore.
Bottom: Two
cameras roll for a
scene featuring
the characters
Chapman and Alex
Vause (Laura
Prepon).
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If a shot can be a gut-punch, then
Orange Is the New Black delivers a

double-whammy in the final two
episodes of season four, using an over-
head crane shot and a 360-degree
Steadicam to powerful effect.
          Directed by Matt Weiner and
Adam Bernstein, respectively, episodes
12 and 13 advance a storyline —
spoiler alert — that centers on the
death of inmate Poussey (Samira
Wiley). In episode 12, the denouement
begins quietly in the office of kitchen
supervisor Red (Kate Mulgrew). A
guard, Piscatella (Brad William
Henke), bursts in, hauls her into the
cafeteria, and talks tough to the whole
room. One inmate has had enough and
stands defiantly on a dining table.
Others follow, and all hell breaks loose.
During the melee, Poussey is pinned
down and inadvertently suffocated.
The scene ends with a graphically
bold, ascending overhead shot of
Poussey and her wailing friend Taystee
(Danielle Brooks) on the floor, encir-
cled by a ring of blue uniforms and
jostling inmates. 
          During a press conference in
episode 13, the warden calls the guard
a “victim” of the system, and Taystee
storms through the dorms with the
news. Furious prisoners stream down
the hallways. At a convergence point, a
guard loses grip of his gun and it slides
into the hands of an inmate. As she
decides whether to fire, the Steadicam
circles as prisoners scream at her from
all sides. This cliffhanger ends season
four.
          The uniqueness of the two shots
lends them added power. The crane
shot, effectively a goodbye to Poussey,
had “a kind of religious theme, with the
camera rising,” beckoning her soul to
heaven, Littee opines. As for the
Steadicam shot, he notes, “I like the
Steadicam turnaround because it’s a
shot you rarely see in Orange — that

kind of movement. It worked because
there was this peer pressure going on
at all sides. She has to make a decision
in the midst of this chaos.”
          The cafeteria skirmish was
Orange’s biggest scene ever, requiring
59 principal actors, three cameras and
a 16-hour Sunday at Kaufman Astoria
Studios. After blocking, the crane was
brought in during lunch, and the final
shot was executed immediately after
“because it was so important,” says
Littee. Getting the desired height
required some effort. Key grip Dave
Stern had selected a Scorpio 23' with
remote Mo-Sys L40 head because of
the narrow crane base, which could fit
through doorways. But to go full
extension, they had to cut a hole in the
12' ceiling and lighting rig, then steer
the camera through that small open-
ing. Plus, to exploit the checkered floor
pattern, Littee had operator Andy
Voegeli line up the tiles with the frame
at the beginning and end of the
camera’s 90-degree pivot. “You really
try to control the graphic shots,
because we live for those moments,”
notes A-camera operator Wylda
Bayrón.
          When shooting the melee, “we
used camera moves very deliberately,”
Bayrón says. “On a scene like that, you
probably think you’d spray it down
handheld, but we kept to our intention
to make [the shots] on a dolly.” Their
meticulousness yielded visuals that
showed the shifting power dynamics
and the unspoken communication
between inmates. “In this show, every
character is a planet,” says Bayrón, and
each had her moment in the cafeteria
sequence — like the look of forgive-
ness exchanged by Poussey and her
girlfriend, or Taystee spotting
Poussey’s lifeless body. The dolly also
enabled subtle, emotionally charged
moves, like the push-in on Crazy Eyes
(Uzo Aduba) when she spots a sadistic

guard. “We rarely use shots that are
gratuitous,” says Bayrón. “We always
try to [infuse] some emotion into the
camera move. You could have just had
a static shot of her, but that little push-
in really adds emotional power.”
          Framing signaled the moment
the tables turn in the power dynamic.
Initially, Piscatella is shown from
Red’s seated POV, a looming presence
in the doorway. But after the inmates
climb onto the tables, there’s a wide
shot of the protestors that booms
down behind Piscatella. “The women
[occupy] the majority of that frame,
and he’s lower down in the [fore-
ground] corner [with his back to the
camera], so it’s not about him — it’s
about them,” says Bayrón. “They have
the power.” 
          In the following episode, as
inmates race down the corridors, the
production switched to handheld
camera on a dolly. “[Doing that] added
a dynamism that we wouldn’t have had
if it had just been handheld, because
we could acquire tremendous speed
while giving [the shots] that uncer-
tainty,” says Bayrón. Dolly grip Mike
Morini built a boomable seat for
Bayrón on one of the PeeWees, and
“since it’s red, Mike and I called it the
‘hot seat,’” says Stern. Mounted on the
Mitchell head of the PeeWee boom
arm, it gave Bayrón a high angle on
the converging waves of angry
inmates. 
          The final Steadicam shot, oper-
ated by Littee, was director Bernstein’s
concept. “It starts out slow, then keeps
wrapping and wrapping,” says the
cinematographer. “His idea was to
speed up the shot as the voices get
louder in her head. I just went as fast
as I could go without getting too dizzy.
It was a pretty cool shot to do as an
operator.”

— Patricia Thomson
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lighting.” The production shot 4K 4:2:2
10-bit AVC format in the VariCam’s
VLog mode to onboard P2 cards, and
moved to 4K 4:4:4 12-bit for green-
screen or visual-effects work.
          For season four, Littee didn’t
delve far into creating customized
LUTs, “but I do want to start playing
with that next season,” he says. “I want
to work the curve between the falloff
and the blacks. The falloff is very soft,
and I want to make it steeper. A lot of
that you can do with your lighting and
having more negative fill than you
normally would, but I want to see if the
camera can help me out with that.”
          Along with the camera, Littee
changed lenses, moving from Cooke
S4s to Panavision Primos. “First AC
Scott Tinsley and I spend a lot of time
discussing and testing lenses — not to
mention I’ve always wanted to shoot
Primos,” he notes. “The look was quite
consistent [with the Cookes], so it was
an easy transition.” Plus, “the Primos
looked softer on skin tones, especially
African-American skin tones,” he says.
“I felt it was gentler and just a hair
warmer.” The camera package was
supplied by Panavision New York. 
          The production carries a couple
of Panavision Primo zooms — the 24-
275mm SLZ11 and 19-90mm PCZ
(both T2.8) — but Littee tries to limit
their use. “A lot of directors just want to
snap in from a wide to a close [shot]. I’ve
been fighting that constantly, because
you light a wide very differently than
you do a close-up; I don’t think it’s fair
to the actresses or the crew. We do use
zooms, but mostly for exteriors.” 
          As in years past, Orange was shot
at New York City’s Kaufman Astoria
Studios, as well as at some of the
remaining operational locations at the
semi-abandoned Rockland Children’s
Psychiatric Center in Orangeburg, N.Y.
Standing sets at Kaufman Astoria
provided most of the prison’s interior:
dorms, kitchen, cafeteria, common
room, visitation room and guards’ living
quarters. The psychiatric institute
offered additional rooms — including a
library, hair salon, basement laundry

Top: Kitchen supervisor Galina “Red” Reznikov (Kate Mulgrew) meets with a guard inside an
office. Middle: Another angle reveals more of the scene’s lighting. Bottom: The camera is lined 

up over the shoulders of Schilling and Prepon for a scene in the prison cafeteria.

� Behind the Bars
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room and guard offices — as well as the
prison exterior, with its basketball court,
gazebo, garden and parking lot. Season
four also utilized a real correctional facil-
ity, the Queens House of Detention,
that has a section open to film produc-
tions; this was a stand-in for the maxi-
mum-security facility down the hill
from Litchfield. 
          All of the show’s backstories are
shot on practical locations in and around
New York City. For this reason, the
show makes use of Chapman/Leonard
PeeWee dollies, manned by dolly grips
Mike Morini on A camera and Joey
Paolini on B camera. According to key
grip David Stern, “Ludo felt it would be
easier, since we do a lot of small loca-
tions [including a five-floor tenement
walkup]. We do a huge amount of
dance-floor work, and it’s just physically
easier to get the cameras closer together
with the smaller dollies. Since both dolly
grips are really good, they can handle the
sometimes-problematic ‘stand-up shots’
on the boom of a PeeWee just as well as
on a bigger studio dolly. Ludovic expects
a lot out of the camera movement, so we
basically have two A-camera dolly
grips.” 
          In addition, Stern continues, “I
have a ton of different camera-support
tools on the truck. Between key rigging
grip Alan Blagg and I, we have two
small jibs — an 11-foot Aerocrane that
we break out sometimes and a 4-foot
Elemack Mini Jib we call ‘the reacher,’
which we use as a balanced long-camera
offset — as well as vibration isolators,
over-under speed-rail wheels, 6-foot
and 3-foot sliders, standard aluminum
dolly track and precision ‘I-beam’ track
for the rockier terrain, a lazy Susan, a
leveling high hat, a bazooka, a rocker
plate, a Dutch head and a couple tilt
wedges/plates, and a bunch of different
adaptors for rigging cameras wherever
Ludo wants them. We try to make the
camera support as important as the
lighting support.”
          A HaloRig handheld stabilizer is
one item that can help create subtle
emotional cues. “The interesting thing
about it,” says Littee, “is that you can
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Aduba share
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scene between
their respective
characters, Yoga
Jones and Judy

King. Bottom: The B
camera gets an

angle on a prison
guard from over

Schilling’s shoulder.



arrange the Halo so you have a static
feel, and then as the scene progresses
into a shakier world, you can slowly start
to move the camera so you’re changing
the emotion within the scene.” This
technique has been used several times in
the prison visitation room, during scenes
when tensions develop between charac-
ters.
          Orange is billed by Netflix as a
“comedic drama,” and while it’s not Oz,
it is heavy enough on the drama side for
Littee to avoid generalized sitcom light-
ing. “I approach comedy and drama
relatively the same,” he says. “I try to
push a little more with the darkness,”
favoring a chiaroscuro effect. “I light
more through windows, and that allows
me to work a little faster. I like how the
light slowly falls off to give it a natural
feel. [Gaffer] Bill [Newell] and I like
when the light becomes part of the
scene but never overtakes it.”
          Littee has nine days for each
episode — eight for shooting and one
for tech scout and prep. “We don’t story-
board anything,” says Bayrón. “Blocking
is very intuitive; it always starts with the
actors.”
          Because of the speed television
requires, Littee is a big fan of pre-
rigging. “Bill, Dave and I are always
talking about the next shot — it allows
us more time to tweak,” he says. One
lesson the cinematographer carried
forward from all those years as a 1st
assistant is to think ahead. “Say we’re
laying a long track,” he says. “I’ll pull a
director over and say, ‘Can we walk over
there and talk about the next scene?’
Then I’ll bring my key grip and gaffer
over, so they have a notion of what we’re
doing. And the process moves forward.
That came from being an AC, and
learning to always anticipate the next
shots, so you’re ready. On a lot of shows,
they don’t do that.”
          In addition to the expected array
of HMIs and Kino Flos, Littee’s light-
ing package includes a number of items
that facilitate speedy setups. Barger
Lites — both the 6-Lite and 3-Lite
— are his go-to for soft sidelight, typi-
cally coupled with a Chimera and 8'x8'
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or 12'x12' diffusion in the more spacious
settings. Applying 8'x8' and 12'x12' egg
crates to make diffusion more directional
has been another time-saver. “It creates
less flagging,” Littee says. “When you
add flags, you add time.” Newell also
employs LiteGear LiteMat LED units
for convenient fill. “The fact that you can
put them close to walls, dim them and
change the color temperature allows you
to move pretty fast,” the cinematogra-
pher notes. 
          In the prison setting, Littee has no
fear of toplight — typically tungsten-
balanced units with a touch of blue gel, a
continuation of season one’s lighting
— nor of the sun. Outside, he says, “I
control the light with a bit of diffusion
and maybe some negative [fill], but for
the most part I let it go. We are shooting
a prison show, and there’s a harshness to
it.” And in the scenes that revolve
around inmates breaking ground for the
dorm construction, Littee explains, “the
sun becomes a player in the dilemma
they’re dealing with, working outside.
You have to embrace that. A lot of times,
too, I’ll toplight them. My gaffer looks at
me like I’m crazy, but it’s good! It doesn’t
have to be all pretty. Let’s live through
these characters and what they’re experi-
encing.” 
          A large part of Orange involves
two given characters engaged in conver-
sation, and many of these tête-à-têtes
occur in the prison dorms — which

happen to be Littee’s most difficult set,
as it’s cramped both inside and out.
None of the exterior dorm walls come
down, and on one side of the room the
windows are fairly large, while those
opposite are narrow and small. “The
biggest challenge is that we don’t have a
whole lot of room outside the set,” says
Littee. “There’s 15 feet before I hit the
backdrop — sometimes less. Bill and I
are constantly fighting for space.”
          Littee often places 5Ks outside
the dorm windows. “Inside, I try to
match Image 85s with massive rags, just
to help fill,” he explains. “Then I come
in with smaller lights, either the
LiteMat or small Kinos, that will go
through another frame. I also like to
bring some Kinos up above; if two char-
acters are talking, I want to feel the light
right above them, to give them a three-
quarterish feel. I like to keep that harsh-
ness alive from overhead in the prison.”
          Shooting for six months in those
rooms over the course of a season, Littee
relishes his time outside the prison as
much as any inmate would. On the
various backstory locations, the color
palette expands beyond beige walls and
beige uniforms — the entire spectrum
available, offering Littee the ability to
create special flourishes. “When I shoot
the backstories, I always try to do a fore-
shadowing of prison life,” he says, both
to enhance the story and as a personal
challenge. 

          One instance was the backstory
of Blanca Flores (Laura Gómez), the
curt, unibrowed inmate who had a
surprising prior life as a caretaker for an
elderly woman. “There’s a scene with
Blanca in the shower, and I wanted to
add this feeling of bars somehow,”
Littee explains. “I had the opportunity
to do that with reflections of the
window on the shower door, which
created a bar-like pattern. When I find
those moments, it makes me happy.”
          Orange’s postproduction takes
place in L.A., with color timing
performed via FilmLight’s Baselight at
Encore Hollywood for a 4K IMF final
delivery. Littee communicates with
senior colorist Tony Smith by phone
after sending stills — but just a handful.
“If you send too many, they tend not to
go through them because it becomes
overwhelming,” the cinematographer
notes. “They’re coloring many shows;
it’s not like you’re the only one, so time
is a constraint there as well.” 
          All 13 episodes of season four
were released on Netflix on June 17. In
February, the streaming service
announced it would be renewing
Orange Is the New Black for three more
seasons. Littee is already at work on
season five, which began shooting in
June. He still marvels that this opportu-
nity came along when it did. “Did I
think I’d be director of photography on
a show like Orange at the time I was
offered the job? No, that wasn’t even on
my radar. I thought I’d have another five
to eight years as camera operator and
shooting my little shorts. Then this
came along, and it was very difficult to
say no — but it took some courage to
say yes.” �

� Behind the Bars

Cast and crew prepare to shoot an exterior prison-yard scene.
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TECHNICAL SPECS  
1.78:1

Digital Capture

Panasonic VariCam 35

Panavision Primo


